Dear Mr. Trump....
By Anna Von Reitz

We read your announcement saying that "refusing vaccination" in the current
situation was "deranged pseudo-science".
Perhaps you would care to explain how injecting monkey fetal cells, cells culled
from long-dead human baby tissue cultures, human lung cancer cells, and bits
and pieces of the HIV virus, all mashed up and macerated together, and then
killed using industrial organic solvents and injected into anyone's arm is "science"
of any kind? Ever?
We might as well throw dead snakes in a barrel full of mineral oil, let them decay
and strain off the decoction as a miracle tonic.
Or dress up in skins, take hallucinatory drugs, howl at the moon, and hope for the
best.
Even more to the point, how could anyone condone the insertion of foreign
Messenger RNA into a living man or woman?
Do you even realize what this does?
It high-jacks the cell's protein production capabilities, so that instead of making
proteins needed by our bodies, it makes useless foreign viral protein instead.
This foreign protein is useless to us, but it consumes the raw materials that we
need to make our own proteins to repair our organs, and it builds up in toxic
quantities, forming tiny little blood clots all over our bodies. And at the same time,
our immune systems are on overload, trying to get rid of all this foreign protein
suddenly being manufactured by our own bodies.
So we die by organ failure, for lack of the proteins we need, or we die from the
blood clots or the Warfarin (rat poison) used to dissolve them, or we die from
immune system failure.
And in all versions of this scenario, we die as a direct result of taking this shot.

And we are being "unscientific"? What's scientific about being mortally stupid?
Despite what you and Mr. Fauci and Mr. Gates might think, there are still enough
of us with an actual education in science to stomp the living Hell out of all of you,
and with millions of sick infected people with nothing to look forward to but
treatment with rat poison as a cure for your snake oil, we will have plenty of help.
Suggest that you take a basic biology book down off the shelf and actually read it.
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